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MEASURING ENGAGEMENT 
ACROSS DIFFERENCE 



Is the Internet a place for siloes or bridges? 
Are politically themed MOOCs a place for siloes or bridges? 



CONTEXT: THE SAVING SCHOOLS 
MOOC 









RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND 
METHODS OVERVIEW 



Text Analysis 
Structural Topic Model 

Forum Structure Analysis 
Social Network Analysis 



Research Questions Methods 

1) Who registers? Do students with diverse 
political beliefs register for Saving Schools?  
 

Descriptive statistics using Education Next 
education policy preferences survey 

2) Who participates? Does political belief 
correlate with course participation patterns? 
Specifically, do people with left- or right-
learning beliefs on education reform 
participate more in the course forums?  
 

Correlation of education policy survey 
responses with forum log data 

3) Do students engage across difference? Do 
students in online discussion forums engage 
directly, through replies and upvotes, with 
students with different political beliefs?  
 

Forum structure analysis and social network 
analysis 

4) Do students use a shared language? Do 
students with different political beliefs use 
different words and language to discuss topics, 
or do students converge on a shared language?  
 

Text analysis: Structural Topic Model 

Research Questions and Methods 



POLITICAL IDEOLOGY, REGISTRATION, 
AND PARTICIPATION 



Table 1: Demographics of Saving Schools participants. 

Table 2: Responses by Saving Schools U.S. forum 
posters to politically salient questions derived 
from Education Next poll (n= 592) 



Table 3: Four factors derived from a Principal 
Components Analysis of 1,295 U.S. Saving 
Schools student responses to four Education 
Next questions. 



Figure 2: Distribution of political ideology 
scores of all U.S. Saving Schools survey 
respondents who posted in the forums 
(n=592). 

Figure 3: Scatter plot of U.S. Saving Schools 
forum posters by political ideology and 
number of forum posts (n=592). 

1) Who registers? Do students with 
diverse political beliefs register for 
Saving Schools? 
 

The distribution of the main principal 
component of our four item political 
ideology scale is roughly normal.  

2) Who participates? Does political belief 
correlate with course participation 
patterns?  
 
Political ideology is uncorrelated with 
posting behavior, and “super-posters” are 
found in roughly equal proportion in the 
left, right, and center.  



ENGAGEMENT ACROSS DIFFERENCE 
IN FORUM PARTICIPATION 



Figure 5: Exploratory social network graph of Saving Schools threads with >10 responses. We 
label nodes of liberal forum posters as blue, moderates as magenta, conservatives as red, and 
exclude non-respondents. Edges represent direct responses in threads with at least 10 posts. 
Edges are same color for matched nodes, and green otherwise.  



Figure 6: For each category of post, the expected number of comments per response 
post by response poster’s ideology and commenter’s ideology. 





Figure 7: Conditional probability of poster ideology by upvoter ideology 
among upvotes in Saving Schools 



3) Do students engage across difference? Do students in online discussion forums engage 
directly, through replies and upvotes, with students with different political beliefs?  
 
Generally speaking, we see evidence that a politically diverse group of students on the 
forums engages across difference. While there is some evidence of in-group preference for 
upvotes and replies, these are in the context of overall patterns of regular engagement 
across difference. The evidence points to bridges rather than siloes.  



SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES IN 
LANGUAGE USE BY POLITICAL 
IDEOLOGY 



Figure 8: Results of Structural Topic Model Analysis of 195 posts in 
Saving Schools thread about Common Core State Standards. 

Topic 1: Politicization 
of Common Core 

Topic 9: Problems 
with Common Core 

Topic 12: Costs and 
Choice 



Topic 9: Problems with Common Core (higher topic prevalence for liberals) 
 
“Actually, some [of] the greatest criticisms of the CC come from K and early elementary teachers 
-- saying that the standards are too high for student development (and they might be totally 
right, as no K-3 teachers were involved in the development of the standards). 
 
 
Topic 1: Politicized Common Core (higher topic prevalence for conservatives) 
 
 
“Diversity and letting parents take the lead will always win out here against national curriculum 
that gets dumbed down to the lowest common denominator and politicized so as not to offend 
any group or to cater only to the largest sections of the population.” 
 
 
Topic 12: Costs and Choice (higher topic prevalence for conservatives) 
 
“NCLB is still on the books, so this will not permit some states to benefit from federal funds 
unfairly and without solvency while others balance   budgets and invest in youth.  Meanwhile, 
those states that CHOOSE to act by doing nothing will be identified as such.  Liberty and 
freedom means CHOICE. But choice can be good and bad.” 
 



Figure 9: Results of Structural Topic Model analysis of 155 posts 
about vouchers. 

Topic 1: Opportunities to 
improve teaching 

Topic 12: Graduation 
standards 



4) Do students use a shared language? Do students with different 
political beliefs use different words and language to discuss topics, 
or do students converge on a shared language?  
 
Generally speaking, there are minimal differences in topic 
prevalence in our structural topic models by political ideology. We 
see little evidence that political subgroups are forming language 
siloes.  



Conclusions 
Is it possible, that in an increasingly polarized political context, American MOOCs represent 

an oasis of civil discourse among people with diverse political beliefs? 
Early evidence suggests yes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Future Work 
Replication of methods in additional courses 

Qualitative analysis of forum threads to ascertain “ground truth” measures of discussion 
quality and engagement across difference 

Greater attention to thread level patterns versus course level patterns 
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